
 

 

September 22, 2019 

LEG 2 

 

APRC Flash No. 5 

 

Weather: Fine 

Temperature:6℃ 

Road Condition: Dry 

At TC8E Service OUT 

 

DRIVER COMMENTS 

RC2 

1 1st Mike YOUNG TOYOTA C-HR    

Everything is good, and we are ok. Just enjoying the rally today. Car is reliable and we have no 

issues, which is great for the first day. We have comfortable lead, so that we can test a few things 

today. 

2 2nd  Atsushi MASUMURA MITSUBISHI LANCER EVOLUTION X  

It was good day yesterday. Everything went well, and we have no issues. I will drive carefully, but 

mostly I will enjoy the final day of the rally. 

4 5th  Fuyuhiko TAKAHASHI SUBARU IMPREZA WRX STI  

We wasted over 2 minutes as the previous car got stuck and blocked the road. But that is the rally so 

we had to accept that. It is a long day today, and we have PAWSE KAMUY stage, which I am not 

really good at, so I will drive carefully to finish the rally. 

 

9 3rd  Eiichi IWASHITA MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO IX  

I am gaining my speed gradually, but getting exhausted as well. I am not good at tarmac surface so I 

have to be careful on tarmac sections today, and then the rest will be just fine. 

10 4th  Yasushi AOYAMA SUBARU IMPREZA WRX STI SpecC 

I could manage to come back as 4th position, and not much gap towards 3rd. So let’ see how it will be 

today. We have long distance to go today, so I will not get relaxed yet and attack the stages with 

good concentration. 

RC3 

7 1st Yuki KOHAMA TOYOTA 86    

I had driveshaft issue which caught me at the final stage yesterday, but as it was a super special 

stage so I was allowed to continue with time penalty. Apart from that, my stage results were good so 

my feeling was right. I will do my best today, too. 

RC5 

8 1st  Nao OTAKE TOYOTA VITZ    

Everything was good yesterday and car is alright. I still have to be careful on every single stages 

today, too, but I am looking forward to driving PAWSE KAMUY stage.  

 


